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Today’s video cameras can do
much more than just deliver
video footage.
Equipped with AI Video
Analytics from the Azena App
Store, they can also analyze
video and provide actionable
insights to improve business
operations and success. This is
easier to implement than you
might think.

You’re an expert at integrating smart video solutions and you know that sometimes it can be a
challenge to create the best setup for your customers. There are countless manufacturers and
operating systems to fit together, and of course, the market is always moving, changing, and new use
cases are evolving. So we thought, surely there’s a simpler way to build exactly the solution you need,
seamlessly blending almost any camera and app you need - the Azena way.
Imagine installing any app on any camera so that any device in your network can perform a different
task using different apps. And imagine adding, testing and removing apps for various use cases
anytime, as easy as you are used to from your smartphone. That’s what Azena is all about.
We created a pioneering open application store that gives you groundbreaking video analytics apps
and completely transforms the capabilities of cameras. Apps that run on all your Azena compatible
devices, simplify your business - just sign up, purchase, and then integrate all the apps you need.
Thanks to Azena’s operating system for video cameras, hardware and software are decoupled so you
can create your ideal set up independent of hardware requirements.

azena.com
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Why Azena camera Operating System and Application Store?

MORE REVENUE

MORE FLEXIBILITY

L E SS C O M P L E X I T Y

Increase revenue per
camera thanks to a wider
range of use cases.

Create modular, tailored
solutions, fast, mixing a
range of apps.

Reduce training needs
thanks to a standardized
installation.

Installation with Azena is easier than ever before, no matter if your camera is online or in a local
network. Azena compatible cameras and apps can be integrated into any existing infrastructure, such
as video management systems.
Get started, extend and customize anytime you like.

How Azena’s camera Operating System and Application Store work

Operating System
MoTT Broker

3rd Party App
IoT bateway

External Systems

MQTT

Message Broker
REST

DataTrolley Lib
3rd Party App

GPIO

IO Switchboard
O=<I:
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Seamless integration
Integrating third-party systems is often a challenge. Azena gives you the
full flexibility to create the solutions your customers have in mind.

•

Integrate into a software platform: Connect to cloud,
on-premise software, and platforms such as AWS, Azure,
Microsoft Power BI, and Thingsboard. Native integration
is enabled using common IoT protocols such as MQTT
or REST for deep and custom exchange of data such
as alerts for intrusion detection, overcrowded areas,
or smoke and fire and analytics data like demographic
statistics, counting, heatmaps, and many more.

•

Automate physical devices: Connect to actuators in
the physical world via GPIO pins and steer them based
on specific app events such as open parking barriers,
control lights and manage access control.

•

Integrate into a VMS: The Azena OS is based on the
industry-standard ONVIF Profile S and T that allows plug
& play compatibility with any VMS that supports ONVIF
to discover and configure camera streams, consume
video stream and recordings, transmit metadata such
as bounding boxes and enable app events.

The Azena operating system is designed to enable standard
integrations. In addition to this, Application Developers can
add custom integrations for their apps.

azena.com
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Empower Cameras with AI
Install the latest apps with just a few clicks to expand what your
customers can do with their cameras. The Azena Application Store offers
groundbreaking AI video analytics of all kinds. And new ones are being
added all the time.

Since all apps from our store run on the same operating system, you can combine different apps on
one device or spread across multiple devices.

4 examples of groundbreaking camera applications
•

Retail: improve store flow and revenues. Reduce queue time to drive customer satisfaction.
Monitor store flow to analyze and optimize your merchandise layout.

•

Events: detect specific
people. Scan crowds
automatically to identify
people in a crowded area. Get
alerted if someone falls or is
behaving unusually.

•

Smart City: Analyze flow to
improve traffic. Improve traffic
by detecting unauthorized
parking, analyzing flow, and
use license plate recognition
to detect specific vehicles.

•

Airports: Track threats at high-priority sites. Get instant alerts for threats at your site – detect
firearms, monitor unauthorized site breaches, spot drones flying too close.

Application Store

Many more are possible. All you need to wow your customers is Azena and your creativity.

azena.com
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Azena’s camera partners
Cameras from top producers in all major form factors run Azena’s camera
OS - including dome, bullet, pan-tilt-zoom, and box cameras. You get the
best of hardware and software.

azena.com
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We would like to introduce
the Azena System Integrator
Step by Step Program.

Below, you will be guided step by
step into starting a pilot project
with our team of experts.

Step 1 - Discovery Session

Step 2 - Solution Scoping

Once you get in touch with us, our Business
Development Team will set up a discovery call to
learn more about:

We will help you set up a trial according to
your needs and:

• your motivation, goals, needs,
and requirements

• the solutions you are looking for
• the cameras, VMS, and apps you regularly use
• the opportunities or use cases you want to

• send you a camera for a loan period of
30 days

• help you scope the right E2E solution
according to your needs

• provide support with integration, hardware,
and software topics

work on

Step 3 - Trial Phase

Feedback Discussion & Outlook

Once we agree on the scope:

After your successful trial, we will:

• we help you with the configuration of apps
• we guide you through the Application Store

• analyze both your and your customer‘s

and Device Management Portal

•

achieving maximum customer satisfaction

•

• we do whatever it takes to support you in

feedback in detail
provide ongoing support and help you set
up more projects if desired
offer to help you enable your product and
sales teams to work with our platform; we
provide sales materials and joint marketing
activities

azena.com
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Using AI video
analytics to
drive footfall
German baked goods chain now benefits from smart cameras empowered by AI Video Analytics from
the Azena Application Store. Connected cameras in the outlets provide valuable insights, helping
continuously analyze customer flow.
The German food brand “Happy Donazz & Co.” specializes in premium donuts, made in “American
Bakery” style. The product range includes 30 types of donuts plus seasonal variations, available in
15 franchise outlets across Germany. Only high-quality products, preferably from fair trade, are used
in the production of donuts, cakes, drinks and other snacks, and they are processed by hand. The
customers of Happy Donazz & Co. appreciate this. Happy Donazz & Co. stores are located primarily in
shopping centers and major food stores.

Objective:
To measure the performance of individual outlets and thus make locations comparable and
create benchmarks, the Happy Donazz & Co. management was looking for a technical solution to
continuously monitor footfall. Continuous analysis of visitor flows along the POS is intended to help
identify hidden sales potential and enable franchisees to take appropriate measures to improve their
business. A technical solution is expected to be reliable and easy to use.

“Installed cameras quickly provided actionable
insights that helped us adjust opening times for
better revenue and save cost by planning staffing in
accordance with visitor load. Azena helped us a lot
along the way and delivered reliably which is why
we are looking forward to more joint projects.”
Albrecht Biffar
Managing Director Happy Donazz & Co.

azena.com
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SOLUTI ON:

C U STO M ER:

AI-empowered cameras help automate footfall analysis
Cameras running Azena’s operating system can be equipped with a
wide variety of video analytics applications, easily downloaded from our
application store and remotely installed in the devices with just a few
clicks. Happy Donazz & Co. uses a camera app designed specifically
to monitor customer flow in retail environments and provide valuable
insights into footfall.
CA M ER A U SED:

The system does not provide raw
video data, but visualized analysis
over time, enabling the Happy
Donazz & Co management to
detect and respond to customer
flow patterns.
Footfall video
analytics in action

A PP U SED:

RESULTS:
Link Shopper Flow

Increased sales
by adjusting
opening hours

Determined to harness the potential of AI video analytics, Happy Donazz
& Co. quickly began installing smart cameras in its stores. At one
location, smart analytics of foot traffic along the POS revealed that a lot
of business was being lost by closing sales too early. By simply aligning
opening hours with existing visitor flows (extending the sale by 2 hours),
daily sales increased significantly. Without intelligent video technology,
Happy Donazz & Co. would not have realized, or would not have realized
so quickly, that valuable business was being lost each day.
With the help of Azena, the turnover at Happy Donazz & Co. could be
increased quickly and with minimal effort.

LO CAT I O N :

Weiterstadt, Germany

Interested in getting more out of your shop cameras and taking
security and operations management to the next level?
Get in touch

azena.com
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The future of
traffic is smart
accessibility
Peter Park is a Munich based company, that builds and provides software as a service for parking lot
operators. It was founded by Maximilian Schlereth, Florian Schaule and Patrick Bartler after the group
gained valuable insight into the industry by building and selling the parking app GoCaspr. They also
have run consultancy projects to digitalize parking lot operations, and today run the company with a
team of twelve employees, after partnering with a big number of parking spaces in Germany.

Objective:
The goal of Peter Park is to fight for a world without barriers. They do that by using computer vision
applications and other digital solutions to optimize parking lot capacity and provide free access
to vehicles without the need for parking tickets, barriers or parking disks. Running on automatic
number-plate recognition, their system also connects different digital services such as payment apps,
e-charging systems, and navigation providers to further increase the security and automation of the
parking experience.

“Traditional CCTV cameras are like cell phones in
the 2000s. They are difficult to install new software
on, and the software that is running on them feels
like the 2000s since each manufacturer is following
his approach. This platform feels like the release of
Android for IP cameras. One software platform with
a multitude of applications. As a result of using the
same operating system on all cameras, individual
hardware elements become exchangeable.
Maximilian Schlereth
CEO of Peter Park

azena.com
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SOLUTI ON:

C U STO M ER:

Barrier-free parking experience
By using apps available in the Azena platform such as spot detection,
license plate recognition, and crowd detection, Peter Park is able to run
an automated and barrier-free operation. With payment via totem and
complete control over the vehicles going inside the parking lot, physical
obstacles become obsolete.
CA M ER A U SED:

Besides, Peter Park is
now able to manage all
the cameras using only
one central interface,
instead of requiring
an on-site operator to
update each camera
individually

A PPS U SED:

RESULTS:

Extensive user insight and datadriven decisions taken by the
company.
Number OKEdge

The data from the applications has also guided the company
towards new insights regarding the user behavior on parking lots,
thanks to applications such as queue detection. Consequently,
they can now further automate monitoring tasks and become less
hardware-dependent in the future.
They are now planning to run even more tests on different
parking lots using the Azena platform and to roll it out further as
the project advances.

Traffic Data

Interested in getting more out of your parking cameras and
taking security and operations management to the next level?
Get in touch

azena.com
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Browse right now the Azena
Video Library to dive deep
into our tutorials
Welcome to our Application
Store - Today, there are over
100 different AI-computer vision
apps in the Azena Application
Store, with more coming in every
month. Cecilia will show how you
can mix and match them to build
a tailor-made solution to tackle
any challenge you might have, in
just a few clicks.

How to install an App - In this
video we are getting hands-on
to learn how to install an app
in the Azena Platform. Sascha,
is here to show you just how
easy it is to purchase an app,
add your camera to the device
management portal, and install
software onto it - all in less than
three minutes.

Find, test, buy and integrate
apps for your camera solutions
- You can start implementing
applications that are available
today and start streamlining
your services. Monetizing your
solutions has never been easier,
test, download and upload
applications into security cameras
that fit your customer needs.

azena.com
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Do you want to
know more?
The Azena platform is built on the principle of flexibility
- that’s why we have created an operating system that
also allows for easy custom integrations.
Schedule a demo with our technical sales team to better understand and
experience our platform live and see how we can help you achieve the
solution you always wanted.

Andrew Seymour
Business Development Manager
Click here to get in touch

Jeffrey Kunzler
Business Development Manager
Click here to get in touch

VAT I D #
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Board of Management

Register Entries

Stefanie Grimm
Hartmut Schaper

Registration Court:
Amtsgericht München,
HRB 243507
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About Azena
Azena operates an open IoT platform that connects
camera manufacturers, SoC providers, application
developers, VMS providers, and systems integrators.
Its goal is to accelerate the speed of innovation for
security cameras and applications that make use of AI
and computer vision.
To achieve this, the company offers a free and open operating system for
security cameras, a development tool kit for app developers and a device
management portal as well as an application store for integrators. Azena
is headquartered in Munich, Germany and has been on the market since
September 2018.

Azena and BOSCH
Security and Safety Things GmbH, the legal company
behind Azena, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Robert Bosch GmbH and is part of Bosch’s strategic
development of new digital growth markets.
In the future, Azena wants to continuously accelerate the expansion of its
global ecosystem through external partners.
For more detailed information on Azena, please visit:
www.azena.com

azena.com
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